Abstract-A new type of software framework for error troubleshooting in flexible manufacturing systems using a frame marker device. Our framework system meant to resolve the failures originated from the human-machine interface and to generate self-training from previous experience.
I. INTRODUCTION
The software framework and the frame marker device has been connected to the TMA 550 AL flexible manufacturing cell. The cell is composed of the TMA 550 AL manufacturing centre, two ABB robots and one T shaped conveyor system which connects the two ABB robots. The position of the cell components is presented on the ( Fig. 1) . The frame marker device is connected to the flexible manufacturing cell through the cell control software which is running on the central command PC. The command software is made in-house with Embarcadero's RAD Studio and using as database MySQL.
The cell command software is based on modules. In the case of the manufacturing cell control application each expansion module is a TCP/IP server or client. These modules may operate without the help of other modules (standalone), or are able to connect to other internal modules (e.g., database). The following extension modules has been made for the flexible manufacturing cell: Conveyor, ABB, Fanuc, RFID, AR. (Fig. 2 ) Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are tools and techniques for virtual environments that has key features in common with physical environment. View and interact with 3D objects is closer to reality than abstract mathematics and 2D approaches. Augmented reality is an advanced form of VR, which integrates images of virtual objects in the real world.
With increasing amount of digital data that can be stored and accessed, there is a need to harness this data and turn into an engine capable of developing a new perception of the real world.
Augmented reality depends on the computing power of the devices, which must be able to retain information about the real world, such as video data, position, orientation etc. and also must display the combined information of the captured screen and virtual information in a way that is meaningful for the operator.
The augmented reality module of the control application is composed from 3 parts:
 a web module (AR-WEB) responsible for displaying the documentation for error codes and oher information,  the control application module (AR-PC) responsible for gathering error messages and other information related to errors,  and the software running on the mobile device (AR-MOBILE) responsible for the recognition of frame marker tags and displaying the documentation from the web module.
III. AR-WEB MODULE The AR-WEB (Fig. 3 ) module is done using the PHP programming language with MySQL database support. The module is intended to serve the queries sent from mobile devices. At every 4-5 seconds the mobile devices making queries towards the web module which checks the database for errors and other informations happening in the flexible manufacturing cell. This module runs on an Apche web server which can run on the same computer with the control application. In addition to serving queries for error messages, the module displays documentation that may help solve the problems of the flexible manufacturing cell.
In Fig. 4 is shown a page from the ABB documentation to resolve an error of the ABB IRB1600 robot where the robot memory battery is discharged and must be replaced and the robot must be recalibrated. For a faster resolutions of errors, a form completed by the operator which resolved the error can be added on the documentation page. On any future error this form will be displayed along with the documentation.
IV. AR-PC MODULE
The AR-PC module is designed to retrieve error messages and other informations from the equipments of the flexible manufacturing cell connected to the control application then insert into the database. These errors and informations will be returned on the next query made from the mobile device.
V. AR-MOBILE MODULE
The AR-MOBILE (Fig. 5) After the AR-MOBILE application is connected to the AR-PC module and the error codes are retrieved, the virtual objects representing the errors are displayed when the mobile device is directed towards the tag generator device (Fig. 6 ). Selecting the virtual object on the AR-MOBILE application will open the documentation page shown in Fig. 4 . The proposed use of augmented reality in the error troubleshooting inside the flexible manufacturing cells can improve the control activities using an integrated error handling system.
The error database can be dynamically extended with new items corresponding to unpredictable errors developed during the manufacturing processes.
